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This commentary on the special issue of the London Journal on aerial photography also considers other contributions to the original colloquium at the University of Westminster in 2008.  It argues that there has been a significant democratization of the view from above in recent years, associated with new high buildings, air travel and digital technologies. It suggests that we may be at the beginning of a distinctive third ‘age of aerial vision’ of London, following earlier periods where the view was dominated first by the creative imagination, and then by the technology of photography.  Developments such as immersive computing and 3-D cinema indicate that London’s ‘aerial iconography’ may be particularly suited to a period where the aerial view is kinetic and interactive.  London’s incoherence and visual complexity, for so long seen as problematic by those seeking to grasp the city from above, creates an excellent opportunity for play and exploration. 

TEXT
In the twenty-first century, the sight of London from above is more available and familiar than it has ever been, demonstrating the timeliness and importance of the colloquium at the University of Westminster in 2008, and this special edition of the London Journal. An obvious example is the view from the top of the London Eye itself.  Since its first ‘flights’ in March 2000 there have been over 3.5 million trips each year on the Eye.  Until the opening of the Eye, London had an intermittent history of high public viewpoints; viewing galleries in both the Post Office Tower (now the British Telecom Tower) and Canary Wharf Tower (One Canada Square) were closed because of terrorist attacks and threats.  The overwhelming popular success of the Eye has had an impact on the next generation of London’s tall buildings in the city, and on the way that planning authorities now regard views as a part of the public benefit of tall buildings. The ‘Shard’, architect Renzo Piano’s skyscraper above London Bridge Station, currently under construction and due to open in 2012, will have viewing galleries at its 72nd floor, 820 feet (250 metres) above the city. It is estimated that over 2 million people will visit the galleries each year to enjoy the view over and beyond the city that on a clear day will extend from Windsor Castle to the chimney of Grain Power Station at the mouth of the Medway.​[1]​ For the first time since the view from St. Paul’s in the early nineteenth century, there will be a clear sense of seeing right across the metropolis from a fixed viewpoint.     

However the growing familiarity of London from above is not just a function of the surge in high buildings and structures in the cityscape. In our times the fully aerial vision of the city has also become much more commonplace, both from the window seat of a commercial jet, and virtually, through the images on Google Earth.  Perhaps the best live view of London is available to the millions who fly into Heathrow Airport each year.  Flying into London it is best to be on the starboard side of the aircraft (usually seat F or seat K on a wide-bodied jet) and, for those restricted to economy class, behind the wing (cabin seats numbered in 40s are a good choice on Boeing 747s.)  Not all arriving flights get the best views.  Your flight needs to be landing with a westerly approach, and flights arriving from Europe or further east generally get the longest run over central London. These flights, and those held in the Biggin Hill Stack south-east of London begin their final approach at an altitude of around 5000 ft (1500m) over Greenwich, with views over Canary Wharf, the Dome (now O2 Arena), the Olympic park, and east London. The plane then tracks over Camberwell and Peckham, with the South Bank and central London clearly in view from about 3500 ft (1000m).   Flight paths from other routes converge over Battersea Park for the last few minutes before touchdown.​[2]​  

On the computer screen a rather different view can be seen and manipulated.  The image of the city on Google Earth has rapidly become one of the most recognizable representations of modern London, now widely used to represent the city, from news reports to estate agents’ particulars. Google Earth was launched only as recently as 2005, yet its widespread use on computers and mobile phones has made this image of London potentially as significant as Beck’s tube map or the A-Z map. The standard Google Earth images are a composite of satellite images and aerial photographs for detailed resolution, showing a vertical view of London at altitudes ranging from outer space (16000 miles) to less than 100 feet (Figure 1). These Google Earth images are just the start of a revolution in the ways that cities are visualised, in which dynamic new aerial views will play a key role. On the 18th March, 2009, Google Street View for London was launched, so that users of Google Earth could switch to ground level 360 images of most city streets (Figure 2).  The next phase is likely to be publicly available interactive 3-D computer models of the cityscape.  These have been in development over the past decade and are now reaching fruition, with researchers based in London modelling its cityscape leading the way.  Building upon earlier research at the Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis at University College London, in January 2010 the company Infoterra released what is possibly the best 3-D city model to date as a part of its Skape initiative.​[3]​ This kind of pioneering work is likely to have dramatic implications for platforms such as Google Earth in the coming decade, with high quality, open-access 3-D ‘fly-through’ environments becoming commonplace (Figure 3). 

These developments indicate the importance of an academic contribution that enables us to put them in a longer historical perspective. We might even go so far as to suggest that we are on the cusp of a distinctive third ‘age of aerial vision’ of London.  As John Bold suggests, in his discussion of Wenceslaus  Hollar’s Long View of London of 1647, the first age involved observation and ‘at their best a representation of a city inspired by imagination as much as built form but not tethered to either.’​[4]​  Even with the advent of balloon flight from Moorfield in 1784, the recorded and disseminated aerial view of London remained a composite of careful observation and imagination, as likely to be recalled in prose as represented through sketches from the gondola.  Martyn Barber’s paper addresses the transition to a second age of aerial vision, an age of mechanical representation and reproduction through aerial photography.  As Davide Deriu argues, this age of aerial vision over London reached its apogee in the work of Aerofilms Ltd.  For many Britons, the word ‘Aerofilm’ became synonymous with aerial photography, but the company’s work was part of a much wider flourishing of aerial photography in twentieth century Britain.  At the colloquium Steven Brindle discussed the remarkable comprehensive aerial survey of the whole of the British Isles undertaken by the RAF during and after the Second World War. These and other remarkable official aerial pictures of London are held at the National Monuments Record, and indicate the intensity of the state’s involvement in aerial photography in the twentieth century.​[5]​  Celia Ferguson’s contribution to the colloquium highlighted the popularity of the work of Alfred G. Buckham, who self-consciously set out to create artistic aerial views.​[6]​  Buckham’s work was concentrated in the inter-war period, and produced a very different aerial aesthetic from the work of Aerofilms and the RAF.  

The third emergent phase of aerial vision is characterised by digitization but also by the development of a kinetic perspective.  Clearly the moving view from above was always a part of the imaginative city from above, as if from a bird on the wing; clearly too the view from the passenger’s window seat now has a ninety year history, as indicated by Tanis Hinchcliffe’s reference to the disdainful elite travellers, Ginger and Nina, in Evelyn Waugh’s Vile Bodies (1930).​[7]​  Although flight over the city was not a common experience until the late twentieth century, it was shared vicariously with the public, through film and newsreel. Yet what is developing in the early twenty-first century is, I think, a distinctive gaze on the city, where the important distinction between vertical and oblique perspectives (a recurrent theme in these papers and the colloquium, particularly in the ‘second age’ of aerial vision through photography) is superseded by a view that zooms in and out, swoops and soars, and that switches rapidly from intricate details to vast panoramas. Mitchell Schwarzer has described the development of what he describes as ‘zoomscape’, an overall transformation of perceptions of the urban brought about by the technologies of motion and media.​[8]​  Schwarzer sees this as a long-term modernization of the gaze on the built form, with the kinetic view of the city developing in parallel with the technologies of the railway, automobile, aeroplane, photography, film and television.  Nonetheless, what we are seeing is a massive intensification and popularisation of the ‘zoomscape’ in which virtual technologies make the gaze far more active and exploratory.

These changes have direct relevance for the development of what I regard as two central themes running through this special edition and the earlier colloquium. The first of these concerns the relationship between the view from  above and what Davide Deriu terms the aerial iconography of London.  Running through the history of the aerial view of London has been a concern about the visual coherence of the city.  The worry that London looks like an ‘accident’ has of course been a consistent theme in the history of London in the planning imagination. From Wren and Evelyn’s plans for the rebuilding of the City after the Great Fire, to the twentieth century plans of the MARS group, Abercrombie and others, planners have always contrasted their visions of a more grand, coherent, rational or functional London with a critique of the existing city as an incoherent mess.​[9]​  The view of the city from a balloon or aeroplane could reinforce that impression of ‘one immense black spot’, as Henry Meyhew described the city after his 1852 ascent in Charles Green’s balloon (see discussion in Barber above.)  Tanis Hinchcliffe argues (in relation to use of aerial photography for the Abercrombie plans) that aerial images were far more likely to confirm accepted opinions rather than effect dramatic changes in the attitudes of planners towards the city.  This sense of the incoherence of London’s aerial iconography is also apparent in its treatment in cinema.  Some films have used an aerial view of the city as an establishing shot, perhaps most famously in Disney’s Mary Poppins (1964).  However, more often London has been shown as a city from ground level, as a labyrinth of streets and alleys, and signified not by grand vistas, but by an iconography of detail, of pillar boxes, telephone kiosks, street signs, buses and black cabs.​[10]​

London’s environment also contributed to its distinctive iconography in the second age of aerial vision.  Both atmospheric pollution and the accumulations of dirt and dust on buildings shaped the distinctive look of the city from above.  In his recent book Window Seat Europe, a guidebook to views from aircraft windows, Gregory Dicum claims that despite the Clean Air Act, ‘you may notice that London is greyer than the rest of its environs.’​[11]​  Whatever the veracity of Dicum’s claims for the twenty-first century (many of the times that I’ve flown over central London, I’ve heard people making comments about the greenness of the city, the extent of the parks, and the number of trees), the nineteenth and early twentieth-century city was dark and often shrouded in fog, smog or haze.  As well as giving a distinctive drabness to the city’s colouration, pollution also often obscured the horizon.  This exacerbated a sense that the city had no limits, and was a seemingly endless urban sprawl that filled the field of vision.  

London’s visual iconography is changing in the third age of aerial vision.  The new clarity of the air (and perhaps changes in climate) as well as changes in visual technologies, have produced a brighter view of London, a city of new vividness below blue skies.  It is noteworthy that virtual 3-D models of the city generally use clear skies or fluffy white clouds to improve the definition of the cityscape. The city itself has also changed visually. As Michael Hebbert, Mike Seabourne and Steven Brindle all pointed out in their contributions to the colloquium, deindustrialisation and the closure of the docks (and their replacement by a new city of towers to the east) have had the effect of reorientating the city, and made profound changes in the way it looks from the air.  

In central London, fifty years of cleaner air has made for cleaner buildings, and many of the iconic monuments of London have undergone extensive renovation work that has significantly altered the look of the city.  When dirty and dark grey the Palace of Westminster signified the capital of a great industrial nation, and alluded to the story of survival through the Blitz.  An extensive programme of stone-cleaning of the Houses of Parliament began in 1981, with the Victoria Tower the last building to be treated in 1991.​[12]​  The glowing sand-coloured limestone of the buildings, while restored close to the original condition of Charles Barry’s masterpiece, now seems to detach the Palace from its nineteenth and twentieth century history.  Particularly in the sunlight or under floodlights, the Palace of Westminster is now not so much a marker of London’s political power, as a sumptuous visual treat in its own right (and as such, some might add, a marker of a contemporary triumph of style over substance).  London’s new monuments have also transformed the view from above.  The Eye is not just a viewing platform, but is also a key element in a new iconography of London.  Its shape is distinctive, but its white colour and the ‘lightness’ of its frame are also important in new views of London.  White steel and glass, and this lightness of style are also typical of other new landmarks, such as the Gherkin, the Great Court, the Millennium Bridge, City Hall, the new Hungerford Bridge and the Dome.  The change in the visual quality of London from above is very obvious in Stephen Brindle and Damian Grady’ recent volume Shot from Above: Aerial Aspects of London, which formed the basis of an exhibition at the colloquium.  The book uses the photographic archives of the National Monuments Record and the Royal Aeronautical Society to compare the view of London from above in the 1930s and 1940s with the view in the early twenty-first century.  It is not just changes in photographic technology that make this visual distinction so stark, as the pictures show a city that seems to have had its contrast control turned up.​[13]​   





 Military interests continued to be significant in the history of aerial vision after the Second World War, particularly in the development of remote sensing from the 1950s.​[18]​  This association continues to the present.  Google bought the firm Keyhole Inc. in 2004, and with it the prototype for Google Earth;  Keyhole had been funded in part by venture capital supplied by the CIA.​[19]​  It is perhaps no surprise then that for some commentators Google Earth represents the ultimate development of masterful, disciplining surveillance from above. Chad Harris argues that Google Earth produces ‘a techno-discursive distance between the observer and the observed, and a particular kind of surveillant subject.  This subjectivity is structured by an omniscient, imperial gaze, a particular kind of subjectivity that signifies dominance over what is being observed.’​[20]​ 

	There were references in the colloquium to such a neo-Foucauldian reading of aerial photography, treating it as a potentially powerful disciplining gaze from above.  In Tanis Hinchcliffe’s paper the aerial view is seen as a significant if secondary component of the rational planning gaze.  Mark Dorrian’s paper that opened the colloquium set out a more equivocal reading of the gazes built into Norman Foster’s ‘transparent’ architecture for City Hall.  Dorrian avoided endorsing Foster’s optimistic claims that the public views down into the debating chamber, a device adapted from his earlier Reichstag building, created a democratic space, a ‘building without secrets.’  However, Dorrian also avoided a straightforward surveillance reading, either of the views out from the building or of its internal view down onto a giant aerial photomap of Greater London in the basement of the building.  Dorrian suggested instead that the views from and within City Hall are best described not as ‘God-like’ but as vertiginous, betraying a mixture of mastery and anxiety in the relationship between viewer and city. 

	There are more straightforward instances of the relationship between power and the aerial view of London.  In late twentieth century London, the view from the high window was effectively the exclusive property of the rich and powerful.  The NatWest Tower (now Tower 42), London’s highest building from 1980 to 1990, and the City’s highest building until 2009, had no public access to its views.  The new City views from the Gherkin (30 St Mary Axe) and Heron Tower (due for completion late in 2010) are similarly restricted to those working in banking and finance. In Lights out for the Territory, Iain Sinclair traces the history of the view from the penthouse flat at Alembic House on the Albert Embankment.  The panoramic view of the Houses of Parliament, Tate Britain and the ‘great bridges of London in perfect alignment’ was the ideal signifier for power and wealth in a series of films and television programmes in the 1960s and 1970s.  It then became involved in a different form of fantasy, when bought by Jeffrey Archer.  This was a residence with a scale and private panorama that Sinclair had ‘previously encountered only in public spaces, hotels and boardrooms’.  The view was part of Archer’s self-invention as a man of power and influence; Sinclair suggests that after Archer’s conviction and fall it must have become ‘hell to a man of ambition … excluded from the inner councils of government.’​[21]​ 


	However, much of the history of the aerial view over London is less about the exercise of power, than about the pleasures of the imagination. Davide Deriu writes of the significance of aerial photography for the tourist gaze on the city, while Celia Ferguson’s work on Alfred G. Buckham shows the way that aerial photography could sustain what were quite literally ‘flights of fancy’.  Buckham transformed aerial photographs into images of romantic adventure. Buckham’s pictures usually included a small plane, emphasising the sensation and vulnerability of flight; he also often added shafts of light to the images, transforming the view below (Figure 4).  Buckham also produced pictures of flight over great natural landscapes and historic sites, like the Andes or Aztec and Inca temples on his trip to South America.  Seen in the context of Buckham’s work, the great sprawling view over the metropolis was like a new wonder of the world, rather than a messy challenge for planning. 

 	In a recent article on Google Earth, Paul Kingsbury and John Paul Jones argue that the Apollonian interpretation of aerial vision has been overplayed at the expense of its positive influence on the human imagination.​[22]​ They suggest a Dionysian alternative that emphasises playfulness, pleasure, resistance and disruption.  Their examples for this are the ways that Google Earth has far outstripped the intentions of its initial developers. It has been used for art, as the basis for new forms of social interaction, and tellingly as a kind of ‘reversal of Bentham’s panopticon’ where it is the ‘prisoners’ who are constantly observing.  High walls are no barrier to the public gaze in the age of Google Earth.  Tellingly the aerial view seems more open and democratic than other forms of digital imagery; in Britain the launch of Google Street View provoked far more public worry about privacy than the conventional Google Earth, while most anxiety about the growth of the surveillance society has focused on the use of real-time closed-circuit television (CCTV).  






FIGURE 1	Central London in a standard vertical image from Google Earth (accessed 1st July 2010). 

FIGURE 2	Google Street View at north east corner of Trafalgar Square (accessed 1st July 2010). 

FIGURE 3	Skape image of central London.  Computer produced 3-D image reproduced by permission of Infoterra, www.skapeworld.com (​http:​/​​/​www.skapeworld.com​).

FIGURE 4	Alfred George Buckham , The Heart of the Empire, 1923, Bromide Print.  By permission of National Media Museum/SSPL.
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